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THE WORD FOR WOMAN IS 
WILDERNESS
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PASSINg THROugH THE HELIOPAuSE

The space probe Voyager 1 left the planet in 1977. Any month, 
day, minute, second now it will enter interstellar space and become 
the furthest-reaching man-made object, and the first to leave the 
heliosphere. This will be one of  the biggest moments in scientific 
history and we will never know exactly when it happened. Three 
things would signify that Voyager 1 had crossed the border of  the 
heliopause: an increase in galactic cosmic rays, reversal of  the 
direction of  the magnetic field, and a decrease in the temperature 
of  charged particles. Voyager 1 reports show a 25 per cent increase 
per month of  cosmic rays. But its signals take seventeen hours to 
travel back to Earth at the speed of  light.

When did my journey begin? At the moment of  its conception? 
When I left home in a delivery van with a friend of  my dad’s who 
was going north with some furniture? My parents waved me off  
with the dog; I filmed it, my mum cried. That felt like a beginning. 
Or was it the moment the freighter pulled away into the mop-
bucket waters off  Immingham on a grey day in March?

It came about like this: I was watching a film about a runaway 
called Chris McCandless, who ditched his ivy-league-trust-fund life 
and travelled all across America to get to Alaska and live the Jack 
London dream, where he ate some poisonous potatoes and died. 
This was 1992, the year before I was born. I cried and promised 
myself  I would start a savings account to fund a trip to Alaska, 
where I too could live in the wilderness in total solitude. Then I 
went through the film step by step and analysed how it would have 
been different if  the guy had been a girl.

Really, it would have been a completely different film. Not just 
in the sense that there were situations in it that would likely have 
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4 Abi Andrews

different outcomes for the different sexes (e.g. when he got beaten 
up by a conductor who finds him stowing away on his freight train) 
but more fundamentally because a girl wanting to shun modern 
society and go AWOL into the wilderness to live by killing and 
eating small animals and scavenged plants would just be consid-
ered unsettling.

Wood-cutting mystic Henry David Thoreau shares some of  
the blame for this. He said things like ‘chastity is the flowering of  
man; and what are called Genius, Heroism, Holiness, and the like, 
are but various fruits which succeed it’, as though even having sex 
with a woman would ruin your transcendentalism. ‘Man’ is used to 
refer to humanity as a whole. When ‘Man’ is pitted against nature 
in a dynamic of  conquest, nature is usually ‘she’. 

Wildness in women does not mean autonomy and freedom; 
their wildness is instead an irrational fever. Simultaneously, in 
survivalist terms we are the weaker sex and cannot prosper indi-
vidually outside of  the social sphere or without the protection of  
a manly man. Women both are excluded from, and banished to, 
nature. 

Even on those documentary channels that do programmes 
on whole families homesteading in the wilderness the woman is 
always Mountain Man’s wife, never, ever Mountain Woman, just 
an annexe of  the Mountain Man along with his beard, pipe and 
gun. In Coming into the Country: Travels in Alaska, the writer John 
McPhee describes lots of  Mountain Men in careful detail and a 
few mountain women in passing comments. One of  the Mountain 
Men tells John McPhee that he wanted to be utterly and totally 
alone, cut off  deep in the country, with only three daughters and 
one wife, or his ‘womenfolks’, as he liked to call them. 

There are exceptions to the invisibility spell, of  course. There 
is Calamity Jane the cowgirl. Nellie Bly, who did a trip around the 
world in seventy-two days. Freya Stark, the travel writer of  the 
Middle East. Mary Kingsley the explorer, and that old lady who 
went over Niagara Falls in a wooden barrel. But the problem is 
exactly that there are exceptions. It is as though there is something 
significant to learn in the wild but it can only be accessed by men. 
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In the wild, men carve out their individual and manly selves, as 
though women are not allowed individual and authentic selves. 
The story has the exact same plot, but ‘a woman alone in wilder-
ness’ means something totally inverted. So I had this idea for a 
journey to Alaska.

Maybe I have read too many Lord of  the Rings quest-type 
fantasies, but I cannot shift the notion that to be deserving of  
a destination that is really far away you should have undergone 
some sort of  expedition to get there, like how people make a 
pilgrimage out of  piety. So the other element of  its ethos came 
from an aversion to aeroplanes, a combination of  carbon-footprint 
guilt and a suspicion towards the paradox of  crossing time zones 
in a matter of  hours to exist suddenly and indifferently in a place 
you should not naturally be. Not just flying to a place and kind 
of  congregating like these ‘all-inclusive sun, sand, sea, collect your 
tokens in the Daily Mail’ package holidays. 

We were one of  those families that always went abroad, apart 
from years when Dad was out of  work. By the time I left home I 
had travelled to nine different countries. If  asked to describe those 
countries I could have told you that beaches in Spain are busier 
than beaches in Greece, that in the Caribbean you are advised 
against going onto beaches that are not owned and segregated by 
your hotel, and that Disneyworld is too far away from the shore 
to go to the beach but you can go to a pretend beach at the parks 
anyway and one even has a slide that is a tube going underwater 
through a tank with dolphins in it.

Living in a technological era means that in an abstract sense 
the other side of  the world is just a few clicks away. Everywhere 
on Earth has been explored and put in an encyclopaedia. And 
the internet has brought all of  those encyclopaedias together and 
ordered them into a messy but functional directory. There are 
no more enigmas. But it also means that passage of  travel has 
become a lot less elitist. I can utilise the internet in the same way 
that a man of  old might have clutched a quill-written recommen-
dation allowing him passage on his father’s tobacco-merchant 
friend’s ship. 
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It is very easy to feel nowadays that humanity has saturated 
everything; that we have conquered the world. If  you were to 
watch a time-lapse of  Earth from the beginning of  its history up to 
the present day, for a very, very long time not a lot would happen. 
The continental land masses would gradually drift, asteroids would 
impact intermittently, and you might catch an erupting super-
volcano, tiny button mushrooms of  smoke diffusing. Earth would 
remain a relatively tranquil marble, its atmosphere pearly eddies 
and swirls. Then, in the eighteenth century AD, you would see 
a metamorphosis: cities growing like bruises, fertile soil turning 
to desert, debris gradually accumulating in a dull metallic orbital 
constellation.

There are now satellites in the sky that will far outlive us, as big 
as football fields, suspended in the Clarke Belt, 35,786 miles above 
sea level, at a distance that means they rotate in geosynchronous 
orbit. They experience little to no atmospheric drag and because 
of  this they will not ever be pulled back to Earth. They might cease 
to exist only when everything in proximity to Earth is swallowed 
by our expanding sun. Until then these will be one of  humankind’s 
longest-lasting artefacts, and a legacy of  the twenty-first century. 
Our civilisation will be immortalised by these grey exoskeletons, 
usurping the Egyptians, the Mayans, the Māori, etc.

Earth is around 4.5 billion years old. Anything that is living on 
it 6 billion years from now will be vaporised when the sun dies and 
will be as far from us as we are from those little fish that jumped 
out of  the sea. But we are myopic. In the scheme of  things, the 
rate of  change over the past one hundred years is just a blink to the 
universe, and yet shit, it took so long for me to get to nineteen years. 
I want the trip to remind me that I am small and getting smaller. (I 
am stood on a dot on a balloon, all the dots are evenly spaced, as 
the balloon gets bigger the other dots seem to get further away but 
it’s only because I am standing on a dot.)

Alaska is the place to feel this. It figures in the collective psyche 
as the Land of  the Mountain Men, the Last Great Wilderness. It 
is big and vast and mostly unpeopled. The British Isles would fit 
inside it seven times and about a seventh of  Alaska is set aside as 
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protected wilderness. Its entire population is ten times smaller 
than London’s. 

I saved up £2000, the approximate cost of  a return plane ticket 
to Alaska, after a few months of  working full-time post-A-levels 
and living scrupulously. This is to be used for travel expenses only, 
and must get me from the UK to Iceland to Greenland to Canada 
and across into Alaska. Any money I need to exist will be made 
along the way. All of  the above will be summarised in a tasteful 
voiceover on top of  some sort of  video montage of  all the places I 
go looking mysterious and cloudy. 

Travelling by sea and land, it will be an Odyssean epic, only 
with me, a girl, on a female quest for authenticity.

HAuNTED by THOugHTS OF AN ELSEWHERE

I have a cabin on a corridor with all the other cabins; each cabin 
has two bunks, two lamps, two lockers and a porthole. The cabin 
doors do not have locks and next door keeps walking into my cabin 
mistaking it for his. From what I gather he works in shifts, engi-
neering things. Most of  the employees are Icelandic but speak at 
least partial English. I get by with a kind of  pidgin formed from 
their rudimentary vocab and my pocket phrase book. 

There are also two students: Kristján and Urla, a guy and a girl 
from Manchester and Leeds Universities who use the freighter to 
travel home to Iceland cheaply in the uni holidays. They live in 
different cities and only met on their first trip. They now make their 
trips home coincide so they can keep each other company, and they 
have a rapport with the regular employees. Everyone seems to be 
under the impression that they are, or are to be, in love. 

I am trying to capture the ‘essence’ of  life on board Blárfoss 
for the documentary. Can I do that by filling a memory card with 
pictures and videos of  every inch of  the ship, enough to make a 3D 
mosaicked replica? As though to get at the essence of  something 
is to cover its every angle, like a method of  scientific inquiry, 
exhausting its possibilities? Probably not, because the memory 
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card is nearly a quarter full already. I have also interviewed just 
about every English speaker afloat. Urla especially thinks the docu-
mentary is ‘totally cool’. Everyone was taking part as a way of  alle-
viating boredom but it has evolved into some strange kind of  
fame-ritual, because in the tiny world of  the ship the interviewee 
becomes something akin to a celebrity. At first I was worried 
about this tainting the documentary, but I suppose I can make it 
a case in point.

The ship’s interior is functional and plain, with dull and unen-
gaging shapes and cold pastel colours that work to intensify the 
inside of  the lounge, the colours of  the board games and the 
humming of  the heaters. Aside from the ubiquity of  the ship’s 
engine, which can be felt more than heard, outside the lounge there 
is rarely any sound apart from the intermittent tannoy presence of  
our captain (who we have nicknamed Capt. Oz). We have all found 
ourselves taking an unusual interest in food and meal times, which 
are almost always the same. Plokkfiskur, it is called: fish stew, in all 
its variants. Then underpinning the whole experience is a feeling 
that I would tentatively call weariness or dreaminess or, combining 
both, dreariness. A kind of  suspension, being both still and unstill, 
wonky, caused by the weird sensation of  movement when nothing 
visible is moving, the force of  gravity contending with the swell 
of  the ocean. Being on an object that is floating makes you more 
conscious of  gravity. With time to think about this, I have come to 
an arbitrary decision as to what zero gravity might feel like.

In outer space I figure you develop a stronger sense of  prop-
rioception, which is the sense of  the body parts in relation to each 
other. (I read this in one of  the only English magazines from the 
lounge, Pro Bodybuilding Weekly.) The brain can adapt the senses 
to compensate each other, so a blind person might hear and feel 
better. In outer space, with minimal stimuli of  sound, sight, smell, 
taste and touch, perhaps proprioception becomes enhanced. 
Weightlessness makes any body movement effortless. Forces 
would radiate from the inside of  your body, your pulse would 
throb through your limbs and you would feel ‘embodied’ in the 
most literal sense. This is all just boredom-speculation. I also like 
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to think I can imagine what it would feel like to not have an arm, 
or to have a third arm, or a penis.

LAND OF THE IcE-quEENS

Every star is a sun. Every sun has its own planets. Every planet has 
its own constellations. The 3D world is a hologram of  a 2D world 
projected from the edge of  a black hole.

OUTER

SPAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACE

We do not make enough of  outer space. The only remaining 
frontier and it is no longer of  much interest to most of  the public. 
I suppose that is a good thing, and practical. Things would be 
trickier if  everyone was ultra-conscious of  their infinitesimality. My 
mum does not believe in space. I asked her once when I was young 
if  she believed in aliens and she said don’t be silly, Erin. I said it 
seems far more likely that there are aliens if  space goes on for ever. 
She said she had never really thought about it. I asked a bit more 
because I wanted to know what was past the blue sky in her head 
if  she did not think about space. She told me to shut up, she had 
more important things to think about, like working overtime to 
make money now that Dad had lost his job at the Cadbury factory 
because it got bought by America.

Having busy parents meant spending a lot of  summer holidays 
in kids’ clubs and eating mainly breadcrumbed/fun-shaped frozen 
foods. Our domestic life was founded on convenience. Remove 
foil before heating quickedy-quick Micro Chips I feel like Chicken 
Tonight like Chicken Tonight. Only modern convenience did not 
bring the liberation they said it would because Mum still had to 
work a job and vacuum as well, thank you, Mr Dyson. So really she 
can be excused for not stopping to think about infinity. 

I have been standing out on deck and looking out to sea. The 
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sea that goes on unbroken to the horizon. There is nothing, no 
things but gulls, and you think, how do the gulls fly without tiring? 
Do they not feel panic that there is nowhere for them to rest their 
wings apart from actually on the ocean, and here they might get 
eaten by something big that comes from what to them must seem 
another dimension? No place to rest their eyes and sleep? The 
empty space makes me think of  a diagram in a physics book of  a 
ball on a plane of  Newton’s, a single arrangement of  matter rolling 
on a grid of  space, the loneliest object in the world. We are the ball 
and the sea is the grid. I have only been on an unbroken and empty 
plane like this on a P&O ferry to France once, and that was only for 
a matter of  hours. By day three I feel like the Ancient Mariner. 

Urla likes to read and we got along quickly. We have formed a 
kind of  two-way book club where we swap and then discuss. We 
have been dipping into Ursula Le Guin’s The Left Hand of  Darkness 
and Elizabeth Bishop’s Questions of  Travel. Urla says she likes Le 
Guin; the book’s world Winter reminds her a little of  her own icy 
home, but she is not so keen on Bishop, maybe because some of  
the intricacies of  language are lost on her, maybe because her BA 
is in Business Studies. I have read a little of  her book, Lean In, by 
her hero Sheryl Sandberg. It is all about how women in business 
can help themselves to succeed in a male-dominated workplace by 
learning to be more like men. 

Part of  the trip obviously had to be about personal growth, and 
I have resolved to take the extended opportunity to make myself  a 
more well-rounded human being. The six-point plan goes like this:

– Read lots of  insightful books
– Know rough history of  every place before visiting
– Immerse self  in culture of  each place
– Learn important phrases in each language
– Write. Every day

Urla’s parents are separated. Her mum is Icelandic but her dad is 
English. He lives near to her in Leeds and she has split her time 
between England and Iceland since she was ten. I was planning 
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on staying in a cheap hostel in Reykjavík but Urla’s mum has a 
spare room that I can stay in for free for as long as it takes me to 
figure out how to get to Greenland. So instead of  having to infil-
trate my first foreign city with the blunt ram of  a tourist I have 
Urla to show me around and she has an SUV, so we can even go 
see the best bits of  the landscape of  Iceland, something that would 
have taken some logistics considering my budget. Urla talks like 
everyone should listen and has a way of  draping herself  over every-
thing like a languid cat. I think it would be fair to say that I have a 
girl-crush on Urla, a kind of  feeling of  affinity and admiration that 
is completely free from jealousy.

WOMEN’S INTERNATIONAL TERRORIST 
cONSPIRAcy FROM HELL

INT. MESS ROOM – Urla reclining on sofa with dog-eared copy of  
Moby-Dick in hands – room is large with three sofas arranged in square 
and coffee table centre with books and magazines – small television with 
VHR mounted to wall – bookcase with videos, CDs – CD player on top 
of  bookshelf  – bookshelf  modified with balconied shelves to stop books 
sliding off  with sway – outside wide windows ocean – white ocean birds 
–  wall of  ocean rises, falls, rises, falls with motion of  boat – one other 
sofa occupied by two men – legs splayed reading magazines – 

Erin: (BEHIND CAMERA) So maybe you could just talk a little 
about feminism in Iceland

Urla: Okay, sure

– sits up and turns to men on adjacent sofa –

Urla: Do you wanna talk about feminism in Iceland with me?

– the men look up from their magazines, shrug –

Urla: They speak little English. So. There are many surveys 
say Iceland is the best country in the world in which to be a 
woman. Because it is the best country in the world in which to 
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be a person. We have no army. We run on renewable energy. 
People are mostly very happy apart from those that get sad of  the 
darkness in winter

– the man on the left is reading an Icelandic magazine on 4x4s – he is 
watching Urla over the brim of  the page –

Urla: Let me think, so, in nineteeeeeen seventy-five 90 per cent 
of  Icelandic women went on strike over equal pay and then they 
got equal pay. We elected the first female president in Europe in 
1980. Finnbogadóttir. She was a divorced single mother like my 
mum and she was re-elected three times until she retired. And 
then our prime minister was the world’s first openly gay prime 
minister and she started out as an air hostess. The state church 
bishop is a woman. And we are the only country in the world to 
make strip clubs illegal for feminist reasons

– 4x4 magazine man makes a semi-discreet ‘humph’ sound – Urla turns 
to him pointedly – he looks down and flicks the pages of  his magazine 
straight – 

Erin: Do you think that has to do with nakedness being starker 
because in the cold climate you have to wear so many layers on 
a day-to-day basis? Kind of  an anonymising of  the human figure 
that might take away some issues of  sexualising the body. Like 
in The Left Hand of  Darkness, where cold and androgyny made a 
society with no misogyny and no war?

– 4x4 magazine man shakes his head disbelievingly – Urla does not 
notice – she looks down at her body in high-necked woollen jumper, thick 
grey joggers tucked into woollen socks –

Urla: I don’t know. Probably (PAUSE) what else. So women do 
not have to change their surname if  they marry. And when a baby 
is born its parents get equal leave. BUT

– she raises her right index finger in a scholarly manner, holding the 
book to her chest with her other arm –
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Urla: Even in the best place in the world in which to be a 
woman it is still better to be a man

 – she looks at 4x4 mag man, who is leafing through his pages with a 
look of  nonchalance –

Erin: Nowhere has completely got rid of  gender inequality and 
the attitude of  some people here now is like, Okay, we get it. You 
have everything you want now. You have it the best in the world 
so stop being so righteous. Other women don’t have it so great. 
You can give it a rest now. Although it’s totally cute when you get 
all angry

CUT

HOW TO bE A gROWN-uP IN A  
POST-FEMINIST SOcIETy

You are fourteen years old and you have just started your job as 
a waitress in a small restaurant owned by a family, each member 
of  which fills a role in the kitchen and also deals drugs. Having 
never had a job you take everything here to be archetypical of  
the working world. You are not a feminist because feminists are 
lesbians and hate men and you don’t. You like boys more than girls, 
girls are lame and preoccupied and bitchy and you’d rather hang 
out with boys and skate and mess around. The only girls you do 
like want to be boys too.

Stuart is the father of  the family and the manager of  the 
restaurant. He is short, fat, bald, and has buggy eyes. When you 
are introduced from across the worktop he grabs your hand in 
his stubby, sweaty hands and kisses you up your arm with his fat 
wet lips. You squeak and recoil and the other girls laugh at you. 
When you are outside the kitchen one of  the older girls tells you 
you get used to it.

You do get used to it and after a time you manage not to squirm 
when Stuart strokes your pubescent arse, which is taut in those 
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